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by Tecla Khay 

  

  

"The important element is the way in which all things are connected. Every  thought and
action sends shivers of energy into the world around us,  which affects all creation.
Perceiving the world as a web of  connectedness helps us to overcome the feelings of
separation that hold  us back and cloud our vision. This connection with all life increases
 our sense of responsibility for every move, every attitude, allowing us  to see clearly that
each soul does indeed make a difference to the  whole.”   ―     Emma Restall Orr,

  

"I am the vine; you are the branches. If a man remains in me and I in  him, he will bear
much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing" John 155 NIV

    

We  are living in a world coupled with  changes and advancements in  technology.At the touch
of the  button you are able to communicate with  people thousands of miles away through a
simple phone call, short text  messages,through  faxes,through the use of a computer,and even
a net  top.We  therefore say we are connected.

  

Connectedness - a very powerful word if applied well in all areas of our lives.It is because of
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connectedness that we talk of thriving businesses,  marriages,functional families, and
successful communication between different  parties.

According to the Oxford Advanced Learner's  dictionary to connect means to join two or more
things together.  For gadgets that use electric power for their energy, all the connections need
to be made in such a way that there is a complete circuit.  For a torch for example: the  battery,
bulb,wires and a switch all need to be connected properly for it to produce light.

  

Who then is a connected christian?Any person who is joined to God  through Jesus Christ is
connected. Christians can only be fully functional if they get that  proper connection with Jesus
Christ.

 May God help us to develop that firm connectedness with Him. Amen

  

  

My name is Tecla.I am grateful to God, I smile at all times because I  now know God is at work
and that He's not done with me yet.Tecla is  under construction for the glory of God.
 Contact me at: teclandambuki@yahoo.com
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